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FLAGS IN THE NEWS
From time to time, more so recently than otherwise, flags become
news. This summer, Maine news was
filled with stories on two forgotten
Civil War Flags, the Regimental Color
of the 17th Maine Volunteer Infantry and the National Color of the 20th
Maine Volunteer Infantry.
The former was located in a collection in Georgia and a successful
negotiation resulted in its return to
Maine. The latter was found in a box,

sent to Maryland for restoration and
placed on display recently in the
Maine State Museum in Augusta. It
is one of two flags known to have
been displayed by the 20th Maine
under its most famous commander,
then-Colonel Joshua Chamberlain
on the first day of the Battle of
Gettysburg at Little Round Top.
The Gettysburg flag reminds us
that flags are always news; even after 136 years the emotional feelings
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and stirring sentiments are still with
us. In other news articles presented
here, a designer, a reenactor, a conservator, and an organization
(NEVA!) are all profiled to one degree
or another. The editor hopes you
enjoy this material.
One final note: This Journal often
seems to be very heavily weighted
with material from Maine. It is up to
the members and readers to remedy
this!
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After residing in a wooden box for decades,
a flag that is one of Maine’s most valuable
historical artifacts recently went on display
to the thunder of Civil War muskets.
The tattered flag, believed to be the one
that Gen. Joshua Chamberlain’s 20th Maine
Regiment took into the Battle of Gettysburg,
was unveiled at a ceremony at the Statehouse.
“It was the last thing some Mainers saw
before dying,” said Douglas Hawes, curator
of historic collections at the Maine State
Museum, where the flag will be on show for
about two and a half months. “This would
have been a proud moment for those men.”
The faded flag, missing its lower right-hand
corner and with only 11 stars visible, was
given to the museum nearly 30 years ago as
part of a transfer of about 1,000 items from
the state adjutant general’s office. It came in
a wooden box marked fragile and was identified as the flag of the 20th Maine.
But museum officials didn’t realize the
treasure they had until Army officials spotted it during a private tour of the state’s flag
collection last December.
The U.S. Army Historical Foundation, a
public, nonprofit agency, offered $10,000 to
help pay for the restoration, provided it be
displayed at last July’s re-enactment at
Gettysburg.
Total price for the restoration was $16,000,
and the balance is still being raised.
Entrusted with defending a key Union flank
at Gettysburg’s Little Round Top on July 2,
1863, Chamberlain’s regiment was out of
ammunition when he led them in a heroic
bayonet charge that turned the tide of the
battle.
Chamberlain went on to win the Medal of
Honor and serve four terms as Maine’s governor.
Civil War re-enactors saluted the flag at
the recent unveiling ceremony. Gov. Angus
King helped remove the red cloth covering
the flag and praised the Union general as
“Maine’s greatest citizen.”
“What Chamberlain did at Little Round Top
is one of the few times in human history that
you can say with some reasonable assurance
that one person saved the nation,” King said.
King and Adjutant Gen. Earl Adams joined
four National Guard soldiers in dress blues
and carried the heavy metal frame holding
the flag down the Capitol steps and about a
block to the museum.
Along the way, a detail of five re-enactors
fired volleys as they passed. Two more soldiers in period costumes saluted with swords.
Through November, the flag is the center
of “The Colors of Glory: The 20th Maine and
the Battle of Gettysburg,” a display that includes a revolver that a Confederate officer
surrendered to Chamberlain. The display also
includes letters, reports and notebooks from
the period. Also on view is a furled flag believed to be the one the 20th Maine carried
for the rest of the war after Gettysburg.
The flag cannot be on permanent display
because of its fragility.
APn, 15 September, 1998
© copyright 1998 FlagWire International
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Members and readers are reminded that
their contributions to
this Journal are requested and very important to its mission.
Although we will give
priority to New England related articles,
any article about flags
submitted will be published. Also, if you see
interesting news clippings or articles in local magazines, please
send along copies of
them. Thanks.
Dave Martucci, Editor
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Minutes of the Last Meeting
The April meeting of NEVA was held
Sunday, April 19, 1998 at Carl
Gurtman’s house in York, Maine. Thanks
Carl!
Attending the meeting were members
Carl Gurtman, President; Dave Martucci,
Secretary/Treasurer; Bob Koeller; Bruce
Macadam; Janet Martucci; Cleone; and
Robert Lloyd Wheelock.
Meeting was called to order by President Gurtman at 1:20 p.m. Introductions were made around.
Minutes of the November 2, 1997
meeting were accepted as written in
NEJV No. 7.
Treasurer reported our balance on
11/2/97 was $143.03. Income since
then was $275 (dues, gifts and the sale
of back issues of the NEJV) and expenses
were $118.14 (printing and postage),
leaving a new balance of $299.89 as of
4/19/98. Report was accepted as pre-

sented.
Carl showed the new Greek Flag Book.
He reported the original Maine Maritime
Flag was found in the office of the Economic Director of the Maine Maritime
Academy. He also reported that a proper
Maine Maritime Flag was presented for
use on the Academy’s training Ship, the
“State of Maine.”
Bob Koeller told how he displays flags
and showed some of the more unusual
flags he has (US Bond Drive, Bedford,
Lower Austria, post-war German proposals).
Robert Wheelock reported on his
completion of the new South African Flag
info. He told of his handbook and showed
the Liberty Island and Statue of Liberty
Centennial flags.
Bruce Macadam told of his visit to the
Delorme Map Store in Yarmouth and
showed the flag poster he got there.

Notice of Next Meeting
Next meeting of NEVA will be
held on Sunday, November 8,
1998, 1 pm at Bob Koeller’s
house,10 Horton Street, Rocky

Neck, Gloucester, Massachusetts. Refreshments will be
served. Bring your latest flag
stuff and stories!
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Cleone, a local visitor, asked some
questions. Carl answered them.
Dave Martucci (dressed in his Patriot’s
Day Revolutionary War clothes) talked
about the Pine Tree Flag and Patriot’s
Day. He mentioned he had been photographed earlier that day by the Associated Press and to look for it in the newspapers.
Carl raised the issue of NEVA Goals.
Dave recounted NEVA’s history and its
relationship to NAVA. The general feeling of those present was that an informal association was good.
Carl told of his press release prior to
the meeting and the interview he gave
the local paper. He urged everyone who
will be sponsoring NEVA Meetings to do
the same. Please contact him for a copy
and more information.
Next meeting was set for Sunday, November 8, 1998 at Bob Koeller’s in
Gloucester, Massachusetts.
Jim Croft could not be present, so
there was no presentation.
Bob will look into having some future
meeting at the USS Constitution museum.
Refreshments were served, show and
tell was continued and everyone had a
great time.
Meeting adjourned at 4:07 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,
Dave Martucci, Secretary
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